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 Analog Line-in

Send and analog video signal from your TV, VCR or camcorder into Canon's Digital Video 
Camcorders equipped with Analog to Digital Conversion technology. It saves your analog images 
as digital, perfect for preserving precious originals. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Canon 
Legendary Optics

Canon is known worldwide for its lenses. Canon Optics are unparalleled in the industry and the 
same Canon experience and expertise that goes into precision lenses for 35mm and broadcast TV 
cameras goes into every camcorder lens we manufacture. At Canon, we never compromise. The 
result is a lens with superb definition and exceptional contrast. 

The zoom technology found in the lens of a Canon camcorder is the same as we use in our 
broadcast TV lenses, found in the majority of broadcast cameras. Our superior, high performance 
optical zoom lenses lets you capture your subject with razor-sharp detail even from a distance. 
And our powerful digital zooms can take you even closer, revealing details too small to see with 
the naked eye. 

The result is incredible, high quality video and photographs with outstanding detail. So whether 
you are taking wide-angle shots at a family reunion, close up shots of the kids, fast-action video 
of a sporting event or low-light images of a sunset, you can be confident that your video and 
photos will be amazing, when capture through a Canon lens. 
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Digital Effects

Canon Digital Video Cameras allow you to explore your creative side by providing you with a 
variety of digital effects. These digital effects, faders and special effects give you the creative 
touch to enhance your home or professional video. 

For that creative touch, a more appealing look, or greater imaging variety, you can switch on one 
of several digital effects: negative picture, art, black & white picture, sepia, mosaic. 

 

Colours 
Surrounds your images with colour. 

 Art 
Adds a paint-like effect, called solarization, to the image. 

 

Black & White 
Looking for that "1940s" movie look, or an "art-house" feel to your video? 
Then use the black & white digital effect for classy black and white 
reproduction of the scene. 

 

Sepia 
The sepia effect gives a brown shade to your video, to recreate the look 
of faded photos. 

 

Mosaic 
Blurs the image by enlarging the size of some of the pixels. 

 
Mirror 
Double your subject. As well as the regular image, this also creates a 
reversed, mirror-image of your subject -- like standing next to a mirror. 

 

Ball 
The camera image takes on the appearance of a round ball in the middle 
of the frame. 

 

Cube 
Your subject is placed inside a six-sided cube. 

 Wave 
Gives your video the look of a fun-house mirror, with wavy sides. 
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Digital Fades 
Canon Digital Video camcorders give you a variety of picture fade options to start or end 
scenes, with a fade to or from black: Fade Trigger, Vertical Wipe, Vertical Stripe, 
Horizontal Stripe, Checker, Window, Flip, Tide, Puzzle, Beam, Zigzag, and Jump. 

 
Fade Trigger 
When you start recording, the scene gradually fades in from a black 
screen. When you stop recording, it gradually fades out. 

 

Vertical Wipe 
When you start recording, the picture begins as a thin vertical line in the 
center of the screen, gradually expanding sideways until it fills the entire 
screen. When you end a scene, the image is wiped from both sides of the 
screen. 

 

Flip 
The image turns upside down. 

 Tide 
Introduces a sideways motion to the image. 

 

Puzzle 
The image breaks up into pieces and the pieces move around the screen. 

 Beam 
A horizontal bar (beam) splits the screen. 
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DIGIC DV 
Dual Image Processor

Canon's expertise in imaging and electronics flawlessly blends together, resulting in an 
outstanding achievement in technological performance - DIGIC DV! DIGIC DV is a system for 
achieving superior quality for video and photographic images. It offers substantial benefits in 
image processing speed, image processing quality and colour reproduction. 

 

 

DIGIC DV uses two separate processing techniques making it possible to 
achieve accurate colour for both digital video and digital photos. Since 
video and photos have different individual colour handling requirements, 
DIGIC DV utilizes the two different colour-processing techniques to 
maximize video quality, and to maximize still image quality. The results 
are vivid, crisp images on TV and in framed photos, with rich colour, 
vibrant and full of life! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Image Stabilizer

Canon's image stabilization system allows you to take smooth, steady shots even when you or 
the digital video camera is in motion. Canon's superb Image Stabilization system compensates for 
camcorder shake instantly, making your videos look steady and natural, for example with hand-
held shots, at full telephoto zoom, or shots taken from a moving car. Unlike other brands, 
Canon's Image Stabilization is effective even while panning and zooming. Plus, with Canon Digital 
Video Cameras the Image Stabilizer system is effective for both video and still photography 
making corrections quickly response and accurately. 

 
ON OFF 
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Night Mode, Super Night Mode, 
Night Mode +  

In the Night Mode, the camcorder selects the ideal shutter speed and sensitivity combination to 
brighten up the scene without sacrificing colour. One press of the Night Mode button easily 
activates the Night Mode. 

Canon camcorders featuring the Super Night mode have an assist lamp that emits a bright, LED 
light that automatically responds to the brightness of the subject. 

With the Night Plus mode, the assist lamp can be turned on, and stay on as long as you choose. 

 
Night Mode Super Night Mode Night Mode + 
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Programmed 
Auto Exposure

Canon makes taking perfect digital video easy. Canon's Digital Video Cameras feature 
Programmed Auto Exposure modes that allow you to simply shoot the video and let camera 
adjust the image.  

Exposure refers to the amount of light reaching your digital video camera's sensors. Too much 
light or too little light can leave your video over or under exposed (too bright or too dark). Canon 
has made this process simple.  

Amazingly sophisticated circuitry and computer programs analyze the light coming through the 
lens to deliver proper exposure automatically, under almost any lighting condition. The various 
exposure modes allow you to easily adjust the exposure system in any one of several creative 
ways to meet specific needs. By selecting any one of several exposure modes, you control how 
you want your video to look. 

Programmed Auto Exposure Modes*: 
(*Note: Available exposure modes may vary among individual Canon Digital Video Camera models) 

Easy Recording Mode 

For those who just want to point and shoot, choose the Easy Recording mode. All camera 
functions are handled automatically (focus, exposure, etc.). You simply adjust the camera's zoom 
controls. 

Auto Mode 

Auto Mode gives control of camera settings to the camcorder, except for those functions you 
would like to control manually, including focus, exposure, and white balance. This is like the Easy 
Recording but with options. So if you want to let things run automatically, no problem. But if 
something should arise, you can easily make adjustments. For example, you suddenly see a child 
peering through a picket fence; the auto-focusing system may have a bit of difficulty but you can 
easily adjust the focus for a perfect picture. 

Sports Mode 

In Sports Mode, the camcorder automatically selects high shutter speeds to help freeze the 
action. The camera's sophisticated electronics takes care of ensuring proper exposure with 
automatic adjustment of the aperture. Capture the swing of a golf club, baseball bat or tennis 
racket -- crystal clear -- when using Sports Mode. 

Portrait Mode 

When making videos of people, you may find yourself having to shoot 
against a "busy" background (trees, bushes, buildings, etc.). 
Portrait mode automatically selects larger lens aperture settings, 
which throws the background out of focus -- putting the accent back 
on your subject. 

Spotlight Mode 
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When confronted by a large expanse of darkness and a small area of brightness, some exposure 
systems will automatically try to overcome the darkness. This makes the bright area 
overexposed. Now imagine a singer spotlighted on a stage. What is your camcorder going to do? 
With Canon's Spotlight Mode, the answer is simple: deliver a properly-exposed singer. The 



camera automatically exposes for the subject in the center of the frame -- in the spotlight -- 
leaving the larger, dark area as it should be: dark. This prevents the subject from showing up 
overexposed or blooming against a dark background. 

Low Light Mode 

Low Light Mode is Canon's way of letting you continue to record even when light levels begin to 
fall. Low Light Mode selects lower shutter speeds to deliver proper exposure. For example, when 
the backyard barbecue continues into the twilight hours, there's no need to put the camcorder 
away. Just switch to Low Light Mode. The same applies indoors. Some exposure systems have 
problems with rooms that aren't well illuminated. Low Light Mode to the rescue. All that's required 
is a little more care in holding the camera steady. 

Surfing/Sand and Snow Mode 

Want to record a scene of skiers on a bright, snow-covered mountain, or beach volleyball players 
on bright sand? Then select the Sand & Snow Mode. This will adjust the exposure so the subject 
will not appear underexposed (dark) against the bright background. 

 

 

Colour Night Mode 

Just because it's nighttime doesn't mean you have to put your camera to bed. In situations that 
would normally be too dark, Canon's Colour Night Mode lets you keep recording -- even under 
the most challenging lighting conditions. In Colour Night Mode, the camcorder automatically 
selects the ideal shutter speed and sensitivity combination needed to maintain a bright image, 
without sacrificing colour. As the light dims, your images remain brilliant. If the lighting conditions 
change, the camcorder automatically compensates so you continue shooting without skipping a 
beat. 

Super Night Mode and Low Light Plus Mode* 
(*Note: Low Light Plus Mode may not be available with some product models) 

Keep shooting long after the sun goes down. With Super Night Mode (in Camera mode) and Low 
Light Plus Mode (in Card mode), an assist lamp lights your subject and lets you continue even 
under low light conditions. The assist lamp also helps supplement existing light when you need it 
and can be used with the Red Eye reduction lamp when shooting digital photos. 
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Simultaneous Photo Recording

How many times have you wanted to capture video and photos at the same time? In the past, 
this meant choosing one over the other -- but not anymore. Canon Camcorders with the 
Simultaneous Photo Record feature can record high quality video to a Mini DV tape and VGA 
quality (640 x 480 pixels) digital photos to a memory card at the same time! It's perfect for 
birthday parties, soccer games, or any time when you don't want to miss a moment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Widescreen 
High Resolution Recording (16:9)

With an increasing consumer shift towards widescreen TVs that deliver the full width of film-
based theatrical movies, many of Canon’s DV camcorders are able to record with the 16:9 
widescreen TV aspect ratio. 

When we talk about the 16:9 format we're talking here about the rectangular shape of the video 
image, or what is called its aspect ratio. 

A standard TV has an aspect ratio of "4:3". This indicates that the picture is 4 units wide for 
every three units of height. 

The new HDTV standard has a 16:9 aspect ratio, or 16 units for every 9 units of height. This 
gives the rectangular shape that is, relatively speaking, horizontally wider than regular TV. 

Video recorded in the high-resolution 16:9 widescreen 
mode uses the entire width of the CCD. The result is a 
wide-screen picture that has superior quality and 
shows more of the action at either end of the screen.  

Other products force the wider picture into a smaller 
space on the sensor -- giving you a less than true 
image, with fewer pixels and lower quality. 

Canon Widescreen HR Recording gives you high-
resolution 16:9 widescreen videos that are perfect on a 
widescreen home theatre system. 
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